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$C_{OPT}\text{ }$ $X$ $c_{x}$
















( ) competitive ratio $\frac{k+s}{\min[k+1,S]}$ $s$
competitive ratio $k=s-1$ $\frac{2s-1}{s}$ $s$
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$[0, T]$ $x(7n\leq x\leq M)$











$-$ $T$ $-$ (
) ( )
$PoPT(T)\text{ }$ $A$ $P_{A}(T)$
$supT^{\frac{P_{OPT}(\tau)}{P_{A}(T)}}$ $A$ competitive ratio
1 $(t\in[0,\overline{T}])$ $x(t)$ $(rn\leq x(t)\leq M)_{\text{ }}$ $t_{1},t_{2}(t_{1}\leq t_{2}<T)$
$x(t_{1})\leq x(t_{2})$ $t_{2}=T$ $T$
$nx,$ $M$ $x(\mathrm{O})(=a)$
3 $R$ $PoPT(\tau)/P_{A}(T)$ $R$
$\mathrm{R}$





$x$ $a$ $M$ $x=M$
$R$ $r$ 1 $r$ competitive ratio









$x\in[rm, M]$ $D(x)=1- \frac{1}{r}\ln\frac{x-m}{rm-m}$
$Y(x)= \frac{x}{r}-m(1-\frac{1}{r}\ln\frac{x-m}{rm-m})$




$x\in[a, M]$ $D(x)= \frac{a(1-\frac{1}{R})}{a-nx}-\frac{1}{R}\ln\frac{x-7n}{a-m}$
$Y(x.)= \frac{x}{R}-m\{\frac{a(1-\frac{1}{R})}{a-m}-\frac{1}{R}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}.\frac{x-m}{a-m}\}$












$[m, M]$ $x\in[m/\alpha,\beta M]$





1. 1 ( or )
$\max[\alpha r,\beta r]$













$[m/\alpha, rm],$ $[rm, M],$ $[M, \beta M]$ $a,$ $b$
Case 1 $a\in[m/\alpha, rm]$
$\{$
$b\in[a, rm]$ $D(b)=1,$ $Y(b)=0\mathit{1};\mathfrak{h}bD(b)+Y(b)=b$
$b\in[rm, M]$ $bD(b)+Y(b)\geq mD(b)+Y(b)=b/r$
$b\in[M,\beta M]$ $D(b)=D(M)=0,$ $Y(b)=Y(M)=M/r$
$‘\zeta \mathrm{Y})bD(b)+Y(b)=M/r$
Case 2 $a\in[7^{\cdot}m, M]$
$\{$
$b\in[a, M]$ $bD(b)+Y(b)\geq mD(b)+Y(b)=b/R$
$b\in[M,\beta M]$ $D(b)=D(M)=0,$ $\mathrm{Y}(b)=Y(M)=M/R$
$\mathrm{j}_{\mathrm{i}^{\psi}})bD(b)+Y(b)=M/R$
Case 3 $a\in[M, \beta M]$
$bD(b)+\mathrm{Y}(b.)=a$








$b\in[m/\alpha, rm]$ $D(b)=1,$ $\mathrm{Y}(b)=0\mathit{1};\mathrm{P})cD(b)+Y(b)=c$
$b\in[rm, M]$ $cD(b)+Y(b)\geq c$
$b\in[M, \beta M]$ $D(b)=D(M)=0,$ $Y(b)=Y(M)=M/r$
$fV)cD(b)+Y(b)=M/r$
$\mathrm{c}.\mathrm{r}$ . ,$nax[\alpha r.\beta r]$
competitive ratio
$\mathrm{a}$ . ( $x$ $M$ )
( $\beta$ )







competitive ratio $c/(\alpha m)$ (
$c$ ), competitive ratio $\alpha r^{2}$
$\alpha\beta r^{2}$ 2
( )



























$M,$ $m( \frac{\mathit{1}\iota l}{771}=\Phi)$ $x=a$ $m \in[\frac{a}{\Phi}, a]_{\text{ }}$
$M\in[a, \Phi a]$ $x$ $m \in[\frac{x}{\Phi}, a]_{\text{ }}$ $M\in[x, \Phi a]$
$x$ $(7n, M)=( \frac{x}{\Phi}, \Phi a)$
( 3 )








$r$ ( ) $x\in[a, \Phi a]$ $D(x)\leq 0$
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